
OAFC ‘Celebration of an Era 85-90’ - Saturday 13th June 2015 at the MCG 

It is an honour to speak tonight on behalf of all of those who represented this great club in the Reserves throughout the 

1985-90 period. Thank you to OAFC President, Richard Symons , Greg Hammond, Steve Aarons and the organising 

committee for this opportunity.  

The journey taken to commence playing at OAFC is different for most of us. As a teenager, the only time I’d heard about 

the club was when Peter McKenna mentioned Ormond in the VAFA report on World of Sport on a Sunday morning. 

This changed when in 1981, one of my sister’s, Anne, started going out with Craig Tonkin who was playing at the club. In 

Dec 81’, Craig held his 21st in the Ormond Social Club and as a 16 year old, I was struck by the strong sense of history 

and pride that permeated in the room with all of the oak honour boards – it left an indelible impression on me.  

Along with her providing my introduction to the club, it is appropriate at this time to acknowledge Anne’s involvement 

at Ormond as the Social Secretary for a number of years between 85-90’. Without doubt, she would have loved nothing 

greater than being here tonight and having a champagne, celebrating with her great friends, the likes of the Barnes, 

McCookes, Singletons and co, on the friendships formed, the success achieved and the good times had during this 

period. There are many that are close to us not here from this era, and we certainly remember them on this occasion. 

In 85’, after a couple of years in the 17 & 19’s, with my great mates including Mark Gilmore, Paul ‘Tossol’ Milner, David 

Robinson, Bernie Eldering and Mal Dawson, we found ourselves at Caulfield Park for pre-season training and met our 

Reserves Coach, the great Geoff Reilley.  Timing is everything in life and little did we know, we were joining a group of 

others to commence an era that would be unprecedented in the club’s history. Little did we also know the work load 

that would be ahead of us:  remember the 50x50’s, Pryamid running, (consisting of working from 100’s, 200’s, 400’s, 

800’s, 1500’s and then back down), laps of Caulfield racecourse and piggyback races up the grand stand there - no water 

bottles – 2 small cups of cordial after 2 hours training. Anyone who tried to sneak off from the group and drink from the 

water fountain over the fence down in the forward pocket during training would be castigated and the group would pay 

– this was seen as a sign of weakness. 

Often in life, we can look back and put a bit of mayo on things but let me assure you, we trained very hard and I am sure 

all who played agreed, that was one of our great secrets – we ran games out. 

When we had to do 20 push ups, Geoff would spot someone randomly and say, ‘Robbo only did 19 – everyone, do 

another 20’, the same when called into the middle at the end of a drill, ‘Bones, pulled up short – everyone down for 20’. 

With this infuriating Russell Barnes, he introduced the calls of ‘do one extra’ whenever we did push ups and ‘run right 

past’ to counter guys pulling up short. Geoff was just playing mind games with the end result being increased mental 

toughness. 

Competitive work was a staple of our training and the old favourite, 2 on 1 in the square, featured prominently. What a 

joy to watch Godders, Straunie and Forsie team up time and time again – over 5 years, not one tackle laid, it was like it 

was choreographed – but there was always plenty of movement and talk, especially as Geoff & Mike walked closer.  

The 2 senior coaches worked very closely together although it must be said, till this day, things have never been quite 

the same since the 85’ pre-season trip to Horsham when Geoff drove off home on the Sunday morning and left Mike to 

travel with the players in the bus – Mike was ‘not happy Jan’. 

Geoff was totally devoted to the Reserves and hallmarks of his style were the equal level of attention put into training 

and match day. As is the case now, it was an honour to be selected in the best 43 players representing the club who 

were all playing the same team on the same day, and Geoff made it clear very early on, the No 1 responsibility for the 

Reserves was to ‘set the scene’ for the 1st’s. With great depth, there was – immense competition for all spots - at any 

time, anyone of 15+ players could seriously be considered for senior selection. 



Proof of the Reserves depth of talent during this era was that whenever a VAFA state game was on, with invariably 

Ormond having 4-6 rep’s, we never lost a senior or reserves game.   

The Reserves always trained with the Seniors as one group. Russell Barnes, Phil Kingston and other key senior players 

were very inclusive to the Reserves - never a feeling of them and us - except for the dreaded hour or so on a Thursday 

night when the 1st  squad  broke away and the seconds were banished to the uninspiring, under lit and uneven quagmire 

that was the E.E. Gunn No 2 oval.  

The Reserves was made up of a core group that included a lot of senior experience – Tony ‘Bones’ Boyanton, Rod 

‘Stooper’ Straughan, Paul Forsyth, Greg Fischer, Paul Milner, David Robinson, Martin Buckley, Alan McClean & Ray 

Wood - invariably this was topped up by some impressive talent on their way back to the one’s. Always remember 

playing against NOBS at the Zoo and we had the likes of Ross & Craig Tonkin, Gary Burke, Paul Sutherland, Grant 

Petering - and the list went on – it was often said that the reality was, our Reserves team would most likely have beaten 

or in the very least been more than competitive against the bottom 4 or 5 sides in A grade.     

Some of the regular 1st players who passed through the Reserves for differing periods included:  Matt McConville, Mark 

Gilmore, Brad Nash, Tim Hille, Craig Clark & Joey Young. The best example is our old mate Paul Schukraft who has flown 

here tonight from WA – ‘Schuie’, ‘Showbag’ or ‘Dogs Body’ as he was affectionately known, could not get a game in the 

Ormond 84’ Reserves Premiership side, the same year the 1st’s lost to Del La Salle in the Grand Final – so he was not in 

the best 43 players in the club at that time. Fast forward – in 85/86’, he wins the Reserves Best & Fairest, as well as the 

goal kicking, playing in back to back Reserves Premierships, then goes on to play full forward in the 87-90’ 1st 

Premierships, represents Victoria for 3 years in the National Amateur Carnival and becomes the All Australian Full 

Forward – what a great story of persistence and for mind, something that is so often great about the 2’s – someone 

being given a chance and making the most of it! 

Some, also had promising early transitions to the seniors, like Peter Harrington, only to make the fatal mistake of doing 

the one thing that everybody knew would end your 1st’s career – with a bit of dutch courage, calling Mike, ‘Mick’ at a 

social function. Harry never played another senior game.   

We had many journeymen represent the Reserves along with cameos and notable appearances. Ormond’s own Steve 

Aarons had a brief stint before taking up the whistle, our MC, Mark Anderson with his beautiful left foot, was carving 

out a successful career in the 2’s before it came to an abrupt end when he was sent of the training track by Mike one 

Thursday night for his lack of skill - something he could never be accused of during his annual performance at the post 

grand final celebrations at the Boundary Hotel on the Monday.       

The roll call of Reserves journeymen includes: Dean Adams, John Symeopoulos, Paddy Guinane, Darren ‘Grapes of’ Roth, 

Tim Hack, John ‘Turtle’ McIlroy, Lindsay Hamilton, David ‘Loch’ Ness, Luke Caddaye, Dave Hansen, John Veale and ‘The 

Irishman’ – Patty Kerr. And of course, there were the ‘Units’ (Case, Brama, Angus and Chavs - the DJ with his famous rap 

version of Madonna’s ‘Holiday’). For any of the current players, just youtube ‘Bros’ – White T Shirts, Doc Martins, Flat 

Tops, gel, attitude and always thinking they were on trend - you’ll get the picture!) 

It was also in this period, that in my opinion, I saw and played with the most courageous person to pull on the brown 

and blue jumper – David Wood. Challenged by being totally deaf, David won the U19’s B&F in 84’, giving a memorable 

acceptance speech that humbled all that were present. David went on to play with the Reserves until 87’ – what 

unbelievable courage to not hear anything around you and to only rely purely on your senses – absolutely inspirational!   

On a coaching front, Geoff Reilley was ahead of his time. Forget modern vernacular, flooding and numbers behind the 

ball. In 86’, Geoff introduced, ‘The Rush’. Sitting on top of the ladder, we had a home game against Parade and in the 

meeting room drawn up on the whiteboard, Geoff had a new set up called ‘The Rush’ where all players were behind the 

centre of the ground for the bounce of the ball with just Schuie at full forward against 7 opposition players in our 

forward half. Kicking to the club house end in the opening term, ‘The Rush’ worked with 28 inside 50’s for the quarter 



but unfortunately, equally, there were 28 rebounds – suffice to say, Schuie was ropable and remonstrated with Geoff at 

quarter time demanding ‘The Rush’ be axed - sadly, we never saw what was one of the most tactically brilliant pieces of 

coaching, ever again. But that was Geoff, continually pushing the envelope to improve the performance of his team. 

There were many great Ormond people, administrators, support staff, volunteers and supporters who devoted 

themselves to tirelessly working for the club – these were the people who importantly, always acted in the best 

interests of the club and wanted no return for their contribution other than club success.  These people were always 

there for the Reserves whether it be assisting, supporting or serving - ‘Dazzling’ Daryl Gallery, Dr’s Geoff Wigley & 

Andrew Ball, the stewardship of the 4 Presidents of this era, Alan Beard, Frank Eischold, John Grace & Mick Lewis, there 

was Bruce Corben, Andrew Chisolm and Michael Oaten, Mick Collins, Greg Holman, Eddie ‘don’t get down to their level’ 

Burdekin, a lovely gentile person until a football lands on the cups of cordial he has been filling for half an hour in the 

rooms – talk about a powderkeg!  Ronny Cameron, Phyliss – who called everyone ‘treasurer’ (serving meals for years in 

the kitchen on a Thursday night), Bobbie ‘Go Monders’ Tear who is still going strong, Russell Nash, Frank Stringer and 

Ken Rowse, always pacing about behind the goals during the Reserves yelling advice.    

Other great and notable memories from the 85-90’ period were our home game magazine, ‘No Idea’ – introduced by 

Craig Tonkin – it became legendary in Amateur circles, remember ‘The Phantom fines’, ‘Barrell’s Body Shop’, ‘Roe’s 

Private Parts’, ‘Unit News’, the first Amateur Centrefold, our MC, ‘Marcus Anderson’ sitting on a table naked with legs 

stretched out, the social club curtains as a backdrop and only a strategically positioned football protecting his modesty, 

the end of year ‘No Idea’ awards and the ‘Football Head of the Year’ award – inevitably won by Russell Barnes.  

The success we enjoyed on field in the Reserves, as with the 1st’s, was in a large part due to the fact we spent much time 

together off it – the ½ time club, $1000 draw days, approaching finals time the Tuesday night dinners after training at 

Venice Pizza, Saturday nights would see us jam packed into the OAFC social club disco, the ‘Barry Breen’ Marine, 

Nicabelas, Darbies , ET’s, and of course the unwritten rule, post a Pat & Present or Annual Ball, we would be at that 

famous institution open till 7am in Church St Brighton that reinvented itself 4 times - Rockerfellas, Nightwatch, Jakes & 

F. Scotts and of course, there was the footy trips (i.e. Adelaide and the famous Rutherglen Red Train to Albury) 

Finally, it is amazing the different memories and images you have when thinking back to this period – we won 4 

Reserves Premierships but what happened in 87’ when we lost the Grand Final to De La Salle by 20 goals, in 88’, singing 

the club song in a bus shelter on Bulleen Rd after the Reserves had beaten Marcellian after walking 1km in our boots to 

play on their second oval because only the 1st’s could play on the main oval, that great and unforgettable smell of finals, 

freshly cut grass, blossoms and Wed night training at Elsternwick Park in early September with new Red Sherrins (a new 

experience for the 2’s), and ultimately, the feeling that went with being part of a club that had a high performance 

culture. 

The fact is, everyone involved in a football club is chasing sustained success and as far as the Reserves were concerned, 

in this period there was an aspiration to a level of success similar to the benchmark achieved by those who came before 

us.  

Whether in a playing, administrative or supportive capacity, you have to set your own level and determine how much 

work you are prepared to put in to achieve the goals you want – and most important of all, enjoy the journey - the 

legacy and contribution is the most important thing you can leave.  

We are all very privileged to have been part of this wonderful era at a truly great football club - Ormond.  

Thank you, 

Tim Stewart 

 


